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with IBT & NetSuite Cloud ERP

22 years ago IT professional services company, IBT,
began building an impressive and highly respected
reputation and track record. Delivering ERP
implementation,integration and support services to the
likes of the Reserve Bank, Qantas, the Commonwealth
Bank, the Civil Aviation Authority and Sydney and NSW
Universities – just to name a few.
Along the way, IBT’s growing reputation for excellence and
cost efficient solutions within corporate and IT industry
sectors soon attracted rural and regional customers such
as Essential Energy (Country Energy) and Auscott.

We’re opening up direct tech forums
for each regional business community we visit.
We’re empowering businesses from the bush to
harness the best of what digital transformation has to offer.

We’ll be there to listen to your stories and needs around using
IT to grow your business and create operational efficiency.
Together, with other relevant tech experts selected to suit each
regional business community, we’ll contribute our 22+ years
of IT expertise working with many of Australia’s most iconic
companies, government departments and universities, to give
you practical information and answers.
We’ll show you how easy and cost efficient it is to leverage
Cloud ERP to live and work where you love to be, yet do
business successfully across the nation and around the world.
With the NBN rapidly improving in terms of coverage and
reliability, regional and rural businesses are about to enter an
unprecedented level playing field with their city and international
peers and competitors.
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Cloud ERP is the key to enter the level playing field.

Are you ready?
Travelling along successfully?
Or do you know where to start?
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Accelerate growth
with Cloud ERP
For many businesses like yours, years of cobbling together
siloed applications to run your operations - from accounting
to order fulfilment, sales and marketing - has resulted in a
complex applications hairball that increases costs, risks
and errors, hindering your growth.
Learn how fast-growing businesses like yours can eliminate
expensive, time wasting and inefficient on-premise information
silos by running on a single, unified cloud platform.

IBT will show you
how a cloud ERP suite can:
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Break down silos to provide an
accurate and more complete picture
of your business
Automate mission-critical tasks to
move quicker so you can capitalise
on new market opportunities
Enable you to enter new markets
and quickly add new product lines
Equip you to more easily engage with
customers in new channels
Eliminate IT infrastructure and
staff costs by providing automatic
updates, ensuring your software is
always current

We’re helping companies realise their dreams and grow
their business. Business owners today are spending too
much time tangled up in complex applications hairballs instead of focusing on the most critical elements of growth.
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Rapid Growth Well Managed

How Cloud Enables SME’s to Rapidly Scale and Thrive
Find out how the world’s most exciting and innovative
high growth businesses are benefiting from running their
organisations on the cloud.
Rapid growth is a balancing act. It’s a stage of growth
where scalability and flexibility become the most critical
success factors.
Scaling at a speed beyond your company’s capabilities can be
detrimental to business success. While scaling too slowly risks
losing momentum and vital opportunities.
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As a company reaches toward hypergrowth – a business that
sees over 65% increase value year on year – it needs a system
that supports this type of growth.
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HOW to improve margins
One of the most important questions in manufacturing is also
one of the hardest to answer. Am I making money?
It can take some complex maths to know. There are so many
factors that affect margins, from wastage to fluctuations
in material costs, that today’s job may be profitable while
tomorrows may actually be at a loss.
Many factories are simply too busy filling out spreadsheets or
managing production to work out the numbers until it’s too late
to do anything about it. The profitability of the business suffers
as a result, creating stress for the business owner and CFO,
and uncertainty for employees, customers and suppliers.
This section looks at how manufacturers can get a closer grip on
the metrics that matter. Better reporting can give you confidence
in your purchasing, pricing and delivery. And once you know
what is happening in your business then you can work out how
to improve it.

Should you make a bigger order for materials to get a better price?
How much wastage is generated by each product, and how can that be reduced?
How often is your primary machine under maintenance?
A series of small experiments can combine to have a huge
impact on margins. In business terms, you will be better
rewarded (and less stressed!) for the work that you do.

?
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Average costs is an
average method
Manufacturers like to make things easy when it comes to doing the numbers. One of the
biggest shortcuts is to calculate your costs by using averages. It is much easier to total
how much you have paid for your materials over the past year and divide it by the number
of items produced.
However, the price of materials is not the same month to month.
The amount you produce is not the same month to month.
On the months when prices for materials shoot up and you
don’t produce as much as you should, is the business still
making money or losing it?
Unfortunately you can’t always rely on the law of averages to
make up for the lean times. A serious shortage of a material can
push up costs month after month. How long can you wait for the
price to fall again?

A closer look at average costs

Average cost, also known as unit cost, is a pretty straightforward
equation. Add the average variable costs and average standard
costs and divide by the quantity of units produced.
Fixed costs include rent and depreciation, while variable costs
include materials. Labour can be fixed or variable depending
on whether staff are employed on salaries (fixed) or are paid at
hourly rates (variable).
Electricity consumption can be both. A base level of power
(fixed) accounts for the everyday energy to operate lights
and computers and the office kitchen. The amount of power
consumed by machinery (variable) depends on how many units
they need to manufacture.

Turn the page to see how Cloud ERP allows you
to understand the exact cost of doing business
(and what you can do about it!)
Photo by Christopher Burns
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Case study: True Cost of Business

Calculator + Cloud ERP = Savings
David & Christine Recover $100,000 in 9 months
David and Christine started their own wholesale distribution
business in 2009 and quickly grew it to a team of 10, including
2 salespeople.
To facilitate their growth, they added systems when and where
they needed them. First it was a system to track sales, then
one for the inventory and in the middle of all of that, a basic
accounting system to track their money.

Needs / Challenges

Results
Our True Cost of Business Calculator was then applied to other
departments after NetSuite was implemented.
End of month for the finance team reduced from 5 days to 1.
Order fulfilment time (pick, pack & ship), went from 4 hours to 1.
9 months in, and with many areas still to be addressed, David and Christine
have been able to recover in excess of $100,000, whilst still making the
same number of sales and plans are advancing for the continued growth
of their company.
UNDERSTANDING TRUE COST OF BUSINESS AND ADDRESSING
OPPORTUNITIES TO SAVE = RECOVERING UNNECESSARY COSTS.

By 2018, they had reached a point where they felt they had
reached critical mass. Their salespeople were making a large
number of quotes each month and in order to grow, they needed
to find the funds to lay a solid foundation for further growth.

Solution

Their main problem was that their process to generating a sales
order was taking far too long. Quotes were taking 70 minutes
because their price lists were still in printed folders. Once
converted to a sales order, they had to manually re-enter the
information in the accounting system, and then manually enter
it once more into a word document (without pricing) for order
fulfilment in the warehouse, costing a further 50 minutes.

David and Christine reached out to IBT for help. Our consultants were
able to sit with David and Christine to discover their needs and help them
complete our True Cost of Business Calculator (see opposite).

2 Hours to complete
transaction
x $80 Burdened Labour Cost
x 150 Transactions/month
= $24,000 per month
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IBT’s consultants were able to
show them that by using Cloud
ERP to help automate the sales
process (having the products in
a database and fully connected
to the other systems),
30 minutes could be saved
each transaction:

1.5 hours
x $80 Burdened Labour
x 150 Transactions/Month
= $18,000 per month
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The risks of average cost
Usually the greatest variable is in materials. Prices for raw
materials such as iron and steel vary over a year, which makes
it harder to know how much profit you are making. Average cost
hides that difference in variable costs by assuming that when
prices of materials are low you will make more margin. This will
make up for the times when the prices of materials are high and
you make less margin.
It is an easy and quick way to calculate costs because it
doesn’t require you to attach a cost to a particular batch.
All units are assumed to be the same and the cost is divided
among them equally.
In short, average cost doesn’t track the original cost of a unit
before pricing it. You simply mark up the average pricing of
the units.

Sticking with standard
Standard cost is calculated in an identical manner to average
cost except that it is calculated for a set period of time, often
six months. This allows you to set an expectation of your costs
for that period, and use that as a monthly budget to compare
your actual costs.
For example, if the cost of raw materials rises 5 percent in a
month then that variance is recorded against the standard cost.
You could then either try to find a cheaper supplier the next month
or look at cutting costs in other areas to maintain profitability.

The value of variance
Standard costs gives you a benchmark for all your costs
that you can compare against actual costs. For example,
if your procurement manager finds steel coils from a
secondary supplier for less than the $1200 standard price,
this will show up in the variance report. The business may
decide to place a larger order with that supplier or see what
other materials they can supply. Standard costs can also
give you targets for your operational performance too.
Computerised machinery used by modern manufacturers
can send information on runtime and downtime to your
business system. When this data is combined with the work
order, customer and products you can create reports that
show how long it takes to fill the order.
If it takes one hour to make 1000 pieces but today it took
1 hour 30 minutes, then this is a variance in production.
A modern IT business system will show details of variance
by product, machine and operator. A report could show how
long it takes an operator to set up the machine, load it with
material, make adjustments and get it running again.
These reports can form the basis for performance reviews
with staff (who has the best technique?) and machines
(which model should we replace?).

Standard costs works best when raw material is a high
percentage of the cost of the finished goods. Lean accounting,
which is closer to average costs, may be more suitable in other
scenarios.
In short, a standard cost system helps managers with decisionmaking and control. Once you have a better method for
measuring costs you can start to refine what you measure
and how you measure.
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Capturing all costs

IBT Customer
Auscott – Australia’s biggest grower, ginner and marketer of cotton
“Auscott engaged with IBT in late 2014. This included all stages of demonstration,
statement of works resolution, reference checking, pricing negotiations, etc.
Auscott established relatively favourable terms for their NetSuite purchase,
all aided by IBT sales support. IBT were also fully involved with the deployment
process. IBT staff were present at each of a series of sessions for business
requirements definition.
Following this, IBT has provided ongoing support for the product and they were
certainly very flexible in providing agreeable terms. They have demonstrated the
ability to know when problems can be solved in-house and when they should
involve direct NetSuite support.
IBT has also been understanding of our varying needs and they have arranged
introductions to other organisations that supply specialist training and NetSuite
scripting development”
CIO, Auscott

You can’t understand how much profit you are generating without knowing how
much it is costing you to make it. Counting all the costs will give you a more
accurate picture of the money going into your pocket.

Auscott, one of Australia’s leading cotton growers
and processors, was looking for alternatives to its Oracle
technology and various in-house developed applications.
Tired of cumbersome and expensive upgrades, they found
that customer data was housed in out-of-date, siloed systems
that did not talk to each other. This led to numerous manual
processes in lead to cash and too much time spent on
non-productive duties. The business lacked a 360 degree
view with very rigid processes.
Technology
Replace Oracle EBS and various custom developed
applications

Solutions
NetSuite WD edition cloud based ERP with Advanced
Financial Planning
•
•
•
•
•

Bespoke customisation proposed for later phases
Phased implementation approach agreed upon to reduce
operational risk
Greater efficiency can be realised
A broader user base can now be exposed to the system
Reporting can now be done in real-time, with increased
accuracy and properly hedged

Services
•
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•
•
•

NetSuite and IBT consultants provide in depth business
review
NetSuite and IBT consultants implement and integrate ERP
and Analytics modules
Go-live June 2016 went smoothly, under time and budget
IBT provide on-going support
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Choosing the right platform
Running a manufacturing business today requires a business platform that can
handle different types of accounting methods and cost and stock tracking.
The closer the information is tracked in real time, the faster you can make
decisions about how to invest money in running the business.

Older ERPs or a mix of applications and spreadsheets can
struggle to move from average costs to standard costs.
Some just won’t be able to calculate it without supplementary
spreadsheets.
Spreadsheets are incredibly useful, but every spreadsheet in
your reporting reduces the speed of making decisions. You can
only make a decision if you have the data, and if a manager has
to update the spreadsheet then you’ll have to wait until he or
she gets around to it. It also increases the likelihood of errors.
A typo or number in the wrong field can throw off results.
Cloud-based business systems platforms (or ERPs) can
replace many spreadsheets in a manufacturing business.
Instead of multiple systems, a single customer record
tracks everything from lead to sales to work orders
and delivery.
When the business development team pull up the customer
record it will list all previous purchases, when they were
delivered, and any customer support issues. There is also a
single record for products, which shows stock levels in inventory
and the raw materials, parts and assemblies required to make it.
A business systems platform can replace inventory, financial
(or accounting), CRM, marketing and production management
applications with one. This cuts down the number of software
vendors you need to deal with. It also eliminates the hassle of
sending data between the applications or paying your staff to
manually copy it across.

For example, a machine
can take a record of the
production order and track
how much raw material it
consumed and how much
was wasted during the
production run.
Cloud-based business
systems can be viewed by
everyone in the business in
a format that works
for them. For example,
a production manager could
scan raw materials going into
a production order with
a mobile device and start the
machine to begin production.

Running a manufacturing
business today requires a
business platform that can
handle different types of
accounting methods and cost
and stock tracking. The closer
the information is tracked in real
time, the faster you can make
decisions about how to invest
money in running the business.
Older ERPs or a mix of
applications and spreadsheets
can struggle to move from
average costs to standard
costs. Some just won’t be
able to calculate it without
supplementary spreadsheets.
Spreadsheets are incredibly
useful, but every spreadsheet
in your reporting reduces the
speed of making decisions. You
can only make a decision if you
have the data, and if a manager
has to update the spreadsheet
then you’ll have to wait until he
or she gets around to it.

Now that a lot of machinery in manufacturing is computerised
it can connect directly to your business systems. Instead of
viewing reports on multiple machines, entering the results in
spreadsheets and comparing it to your production software,
a business system can collate the results for you automatically.
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Successfully
grow your business
regionally, nationally
or globally

with IBT &

NetSuite Cloud ERP
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Integrated Businesses Technologies
Suite 406, Level 4, 84 Pitt Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: 61 2 8205 3917
www.ibt.com.au

